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BITCOIN MINERS MADE MORE THAN $1 BILLION
IN JANUARY REVENUE
by Wolfie Zhao, writing for The Block Crypto
Bitcoin miners made more than $1.09 billion in January revenue, which is the
highest point since December 2017, The Block's Dashboard data shows. The
revenue for the last month has surpassed the level seen in January 2018, which
was at $1.02 billion. The highest monthly revenue for BTC miners was recorded
in December 2017 with over $1.25 billion at the peak of the last market bull run.

VISA SIGNALS FURTHER CRYPTO AMBITIONS
WITH API PILOT FOR BANK CUSTOMERS
by Nathan DiCamillo, writing for Coindesk
Visa is piloting a suite of application programming interfaces (APIs) that will allow
banks to offer Bitcoin services, the payments giant announced Wednesday. The
Visa Crypto APIs pilot program will let clients to easily “buy and sell digital assets
such as Bitcoin as an investment within their existing consumer experiences,” Visa
said in a press statement.

ETHEREUM MINING DIFFICULTY HAS REACHED
AN ALL-TIME HIGH
by Godfrey Benjamin, writing for Blockchain News
Ethereum, the second-largest cryptocurrency by market capitalization has attained

UKRAINE TO SET UP
LARGE-SCALE
MINING DATA
CENTER IN
NUCLEAR POWER
PLANT
by Felipe Erazo, writing for
Bitcoin.com

Ukraine’s governmentowned nuclear power plant
picked a firm to build a
massive data center in
Rivne for cryptocurrency
mining operations. After a
bidding process,
Energoatom chose Kyiv
Energy Construction

a new mining difficulty all-time high according to Glassnode’s on-chain data.
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Ethereum has been experiencing significant milestones recently as this ATH figure
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in difficulty comes days after the price of Ethereum continues to grow.

mining project.

WHAT'S ON
THE IPOD
This week in Bankless podcast
Tyler & Cameron Winklevoss,
founders of the Gemini
Exchange and cryptovisionaries discuss the market

ANALYSIS: WHAT IS THE BEST BITCOIN
MINING SOFTWARE IN 2021?
by Sophie Roots, writing for Changelly
Mining Bitcoins can still be profitable. This process includes special equipment
(e.g., GPU, ASIC, FPGA), which uses computing power and software applications

craze of the r/Wallstreetbets,

for controlling mining devices. When speaking about Bitcoin mining, we need

Gamestop ($GME), and what

to figure out a reliable software which is compatible with ASIC miners.

it means for the DeFi space.
Listen to the episode here.

OPINION: TIMESTAMPING CONTENT ON THE
BLOCKCHAIN CAN FIGHT FAKE NEWS
by Sebastiaan van der Lans, writing for Crypto Slate
The internet is lacking clear tools for transparency and accountability. And in
many ways, the internet is stacked against readers and content consumers,
who have no idea if what they’re reading is original content, or if it’s been
changed, corrupted, or even plagiarized. Yet there’s a solution that can provide
a big fix to fighting fraud and fake news on the internet: Timestamping
content to the blockchain.

22.3 MILLION BTC
ADDRESSES
WERE ACTIVE IN
JANUARY
by Samuel Haig, writing for
Cointelegraph

BTC MINERS STRAIN UNDER SEMICONDUCTOR
SUPPLY CRUNCH, SECONDARY MARKET SOARS
by Jamie Redman, writing for Bitcoin.com
Bitcoin mining rig manufacturers are dealing with a semiconductor supply
crunch according to regional reports stemming from China. There’s been a
global semiconductor supply shortage and it’s affecting nearly every type of

January was a record month

business in the supply chain that manufactures cars, PCs, laptops, smartphones,

for Bitcoin’s price and

and cryptocurrency mining devices. Moreover, the recent shortage has invoked

network activity, with more

the demand for second-hand and older generation mining rigs.

than 22.3 million unique
addresses actively sending or
receiving BTC over 31 days.
January’s spike in activity
beat out the previous record
of more than 21 million
active addresses from
December 2017.

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

SUPPLY CHAIN AND LOGISTICS DOMINATE
ADDITIONS TO FORBES BLOCKCHAIN 50
by Cyrus McNally, writing for Cointelegraph
More than half of the companies added to this year's Forbes Blockchain 50 list are
using blockchain to resolve logistical issues faced in their line of business.
Eleven of the 21 new entrants added to the annual tally are applying blockchain
and DLT-based solutions to problems regarding supply chains, product
tracking, and shipping information.

